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M SCS DIRDY BIRDIES WIN B R E A K 9
Jug Band Places First,
Captures WABC Contract
On Jan. 13, at the New York 
Hilton Hotel, Montclair State’s 
own “ Dirdy Birdies Jug Band” 
reached a plateau that is the 
dream of every performer. They 
received a recording contract 
from ABC Records through the 
auspieces of WABC Radio when 
they won the much-publicized 
“ Big Break,”  co-sponsored by 
WABC Radio and the Police 
Athletic League (P.A.L.).
Besides the Dirdy Birdies, two 
other New Jersey bands won 
contracts: “The Stop,” of North 
Arlington, and “ The Rhythm’s 
Disciples” of Harrington Park.
The contest consisted of 10 
bands from the metropolitan ar­
ea. These groups had been sel­
ected from 5,000 original appli­
cants, mostly on the basis of 
audience response through post 
cards sent to the radio station.
The entire show was emceed 
by WABC’s “ Cousin Brucie,”  
along with help from ‘‘Big Dan’ 
Ingram and Chuck Leonard, oth 
er deejays from WABC.
Each band had 7 minutes to 
perform one original song and 
one free-style song. After the 
judges narrowed the field to 5 
bands, each group performed one 
song. Out of these five bands, 
three were chosen as winners.
Montclair State was well rep­
resented in the audience oi 
well over 4,000. Delegates from 
(Continued on Paige 9)
WABC disc jockey Bruce Morrow presents award, 
behalf of the Dirdy Birdies Jug Band.
a recording contract, to Barbara Flenner, on
Welcome,
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The new Fine Arts building located behind Finley and Mallory
Halls.
New Art Building 
Nears Com pletion
Players Schedule 
*Of Thee I  Sing*
The new art building is sched­
uled to be ready for use for 
some classes in another wee
Dr. Lilian Calcia, chairman 
of the fine arts department at 
MSC, has expressed regret that 
the building is not now usable. 
Dr. Calcia has noted, however, 
that the advantages of the build­
ing make it well worth the 
wait.
This is a construction of two 
floors, with 23 faculty offices, 
a faculty lounge and a student 
lounge.
The designer and the depart­
ment have considered many fa­
cets of the art curriculum in the 
Construction of the building. They 
have generally excluded the ne­
cessity of converting individual 
rooms for use in teaching var­
ious subjects. In other words, 
there is a room for every area 
of art in the curriculum. There 
are eight large laboratory class­
rooms for use in teaching and 
producing various forms of art 
and five smaller rooms for gen­
eral studies, seminars, and the 
like.
There is a much-needed sto­
rage room for audio-visual aids, 
(there are thirty thousand slides 
of art works in the department) 
a kiln room, damp clay room, 
a photography demonstration 
room and thirteen separate dark­
rooms.
Tne building is constructed in 
red brick with indvidual room 
ventilation systems, glare-proof 
windows, ladies’ and men’s 
rooms, utility room, an elevator 
and corner-windows in the halls.
There are several special con­
siderations to be noted; for tex­
tiles class a special pan — never 
before known at MSC — for 
drip-drying of dyed goods and 
for models in painting and draw­
ing classes dressing room. Dis­
play cases are on the main cor­
ridors.
Facilities for single and dou­
ble classrooms have been de­
signed. A large auditorium is on 
(Continued on Page 3)
CHAIRMEN PLAN 
’68 ACTIVITIES 
FOR HOMECOMING
If you're one ol those people 
who like to plan far into the fu­
ture, you should now mark your 
calendar for Montclair State’s 
Homecoming Weekend. It wiill 
tentatively be Nov. 1, 2, and 3.
John LaManna and Nadine 
Udall will be the junior and sen­
ior chairmen, respectively of 
this big college event. Although 
most of the activities are still 
in the rough draft stage, the 
chairmen would like to base 
this weekend around our football 
game with Trenton State, Mont­
clair’s big football rival. The 
theme for Homecoming will 
probably be based on Mont- 
clairs’ 60th anniversary. Mont­
clair State College has been in 
existence since 1908.
Committee organization will 
begin in April and continue 
through the summer. However, 
the real application of this work 
will begin in September. Any­
one interested in helping with 
the organization of Homecoming 
should contact either of the 
chairmen.
by Ginny Saunderson
The m CS Players will present 
Gershwin’s Of Thee I Sing, a 
musical satire of presidential 
elections. Chosen because of its 
relationship with the 1968 presi­
dential elections, it will be pre­
sented on the last weekend in 
April and the first weekend in 
May.
This musical, the first to be 
presented by the Players, is one 
of the most unique productions 
undertaken at MSC. It consists 
of 11 scenes with a complicated 
set which will be the same as 
the set used when the play was 
first presented in the 1920’s. A 
cast of approximately 60 people 
is needed to perform Of Thee I 
Sing, which has six songs and 
several dance routines in its two 
acts.
Directing the play is Dr. H. 
Fox, who will be assisted by Dr. 
E. Szabo of the music depart­
ment, Mr, S. MacConnell and 
Mr. J. Sobolik of the speech de­
partment, and a new faculty 
member, Mrs. A. Swope, of the 
physical education department.
Tryouts for Of Thee I Sing
are open to the entire student 
body. Candidates for speaking 
and principal roles will tryout 
in M-15 on the following days: 
Feb. 20, 6,30-8:00; Feb. 21, 3:- 
3030-5:00; Feb. 21, 6:30-7:30; 
Feb. 22, 6:30-8:00: Feb. 23, 5:30- 
7:00. Students may sign up for 
the time that they choose on the 
bulletin board in the foyer of 
Memorial Auditorium.
Approximately 20-35 students, 
male or female, are needed for 
the singing and dancing chorus 
and as extras. Tryouts for these 
roles will be held in M-15 on the 
following days: Feb. 28, 5:00 - 
6:00, 7:00-9:00; Feb. 29, 6:00 - 
7:30. No experience is necessary 
for a part in the choruses, and 
candidates are advised to wear 
jeans or leotards, and sneakers 
to tryouts.
Also open to the entire student 
body are positions in the orches­
tra and on the stage crew, 
make-up and costume committ­
ees.
In conjunction with Glam­
our magazine’s annual con­
test to select the “ Ten Best- 
Dressed College Girls, the 
Montclarion is sponsoring a 
poll to select the representa­
tive from Montclair State 
College. Any registered fe­
male undergraduate may en- , 
ter. We urge everyone to sub- j 
mit the name of the girl he or 
she thinks is the best dressed 
girl on the MSC campus. Use 
the following ballot for your 
selection and return it to the 
appropriate box in the Fish­
bowl.
Name of the Best Dressed 
MSC girl
Your name
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MSC's own Dirdy Birdies!
DIRD Y  BIRDIES-
A  PERSONAL SLANT
by Stan Garski
Campus Welcomes First 
Local Board of Trustees
Every successful organization requires capable, interested 
individuals to study carefully its existing policies in order for 
the institution to progress. Whereas control previously eman­
ated from Trenton, Montclair State College now is fortunate 
enough to have a Board of Trustees as a local governing body 
The following members of the Board of Trustees nine in 
number, represent a wide range of privities and croissions 
and have distinguished records 
of service. Mr. Peter Drucker, 
author, management consultant, 
and professor has been a consul-
When a Who’s Who of Mont­
clair State graduates is printed 
some day in the future, it is 
bound to include the names of the 
Dirdy Birdies. For this college 
group won one of the three con­
tracts which were given as top 
prizes in the Big Break contest 
sponsored by WABC Radio. Over 
5,000 groups applied for Big 
Break in September, and of this 
number 500 were chosen for au­
ditions. Seventy of these went 
on the air and only ten of those 
made it for the finals.
The finals were held in the 
Grand Ballroom of the New York 
Hilton on Jan. 13. The judge 
was Sid Bernstein, the man 
who brought the Beatles to 
America. Only three recording
MSC students and faculty will 
be the beneficiaries of a re­
duced-rates ticket policy now be­
ing offered by the Verona Thea­
ter, located on Bloomfield Ave. 
in Verona. The owners of the 
Verona Theater are instituting 
this policy on a trial basis of 
three months. The reduced rates 
are being offered by the theater 
as a service to MSC alone among 
the area colleges. One of the 
proprietors of the Verona Thea­
ter, Mr. Weiner, hopes that the 
theater’s policy “ may encourage 
other local businessmen &nd mer­
chants to do the same thing 
for MSC*.
The first shows to be offered 
by the theater under the reduced- 
rates policy are: Wait Until 
Dark and The Accident, Feb.
contracts were awarded and the 
Dirdy Birdies won the Big Break.
The Dirdy Birdies was organ­
ized in 1966, and their first pub­
lic appearance was at the soph­
omore class booth at that year's 
Carnival. Their on-campus ac­
tivities included Alley Club per­
formances and a concert for 
Senate during the past semester. 
Their professional outside per­
formances include the University 
of Delaware, Douglass and New 
York University. They have also 
played at the Bitter End, the 
Gaslight, the Cellar, and Gerties 
Folk City.
Joe Kloza, a biology major 
from Passaic, was one of the or­
iginal members of the group. 
He was President of Student Gov­
ernment Association. He was
17; Fitzwilly, Sun., Feb. 18 ;In 
The Heat of the Night and The 
Russians are Coming, The Rus­
sians are Coming, Feb. 21- 
March 5. With the presentation 
of a college ID card the faculty 
may purchase tickets for $1.00 
and the students may purchase 
tickets for 75 cents.
An exception to this policy 
will be made with the presenta­
tion of Warren Miller’s The 
World of Skiing — '68. Since 
this will be an exclusive New 
Jersey engagement for this mo­
vie, the ticket rates will be 
slightly higher. The tickets for 
The World of Skiing — '68 will 
be on sale in the Life Hall Di­
rector’s Office.
Further information regarding 
future films will be posed on 
the bulletin board in Life Hall.
chosen also for the Experiment 
in International Living and spent 
his summer in Poland. It was 
there that he met his wife, Mar­
garet Skup, whom he married 
on Dec. 26 in Warsaw.
Lead singer for the group is 
Richard Fedorchak. Rich is a 
former biology major who now 
makes the English department 
his academic home. He has had 
an interest in music for as long 
as he can remember. In addition 
to singing, Rich plays the kazoo 
and the tamborine. He present­
ly plans to go into teaching when 
his studies are completed.
Another charter member is 
Tony Muller. A senior biology 
major, Tony plans to go into 
teaching. He started to learn to 
play guitar at age 10 but only 
seriously since his freshman year 
at Montclair. In addition to his 
interest in music, Tony enjoys 
camping and swimming. He is 
presently pinned to Carolyn Ste­
wart.
The only female in the group 
is Barbara Flenner. Barbara is 
a biology major who hails from 
East Rutherford. Jack Pignotallo 
a junior fine arts major adds his 
guitar to the group, while the 
banjo is supplied by Richard 
Finn. Jack comes from Belle­
ville, while Rich names Gillette 
his home town.
In the future when the Dirdy 
Birdies have their recording 
jri the ABC-Paramount label, stu­
dents will be able to get their 
copies autographed — because 
the Dirdy Bridies are Montclair’s 
own.
tant to major business corpora­
tions from 1940 until the present, 
and since 1950 he has been serv­
ing as professor of management 
at New York University.
Mr. Henry Dyer is an educa­
tional consultant and a special­
ist in testing and test research.
Mrs. Edythe Jones Gaines, 
now completing doctorate work 
at Harvard University, has been 
Assistant Superintendent of the 
New York City schools since 
1967.
Mr. Charles Gregg is the 
founder of Gregg Press (Univer­
sity Source Books), of which he 
is currently publisher and pres­
ident.
Mr. Bernard Hartnett. Jr. is 
general attorney for the New. 
Jersey Bell Telephone Company 
and professor of labor law at 
Seton Hall University.
Mr. W. Lincoln Hawkins, 
chemist, researcher, and auth­
or. has been supervisor of plas-
Dorm Work 
Available
The Student Personnel De­
partment announces that a lim­
ited number of women’s Resi­
dent Assistant positions in the 
college residence halls for the 
academic year 1968-1969 are 
available. The Resident Assist­
ant is an undergraduate stu­
dent appointed to work with in­
dividuals and groups in the re­
sidence setting. The student 
holding the position is immed­
iately responsible to the Resi­
dent Program Director and the 
Dormitory Directors in the gen­
eral areas of supervision and 
management, advising and stu­
dent activities. Appointments 
run for one academic year, 
pending evaluation of the first 
semester's work. Selection is 
based upon scholarship, leader­
ship, interest in working with 
students, citizenship, and re­
commendation.
Any student who can meet 
the following requirements 
may obtain an application at 
the general housing meeting on 
Wed., March 6 at 6:30 P.M., 
and afterwards in the office 
of the Resident Program Di­
rector, Miss Doris Reinhardt, 
in Freeman Hall:
1. At least a 2.5 cumulative 
index.
2. Upper class standing dur­
ing the 1968-1969 academic year.
3. At least nine weeks resi­
dence in the college residence 
halls prior to academic year, 
1968-1969.
All applications must be com­
pleted and returned to the of­
fice of the Resident Program 
Director by March 26. All ap- 
applicants must make an ap­
pointment for an interview with 
the Resident Program Director 
between March 11 and April 4, 
1968. Selections will be announc­
ed on May 6, 1968.
tics research at Bell Telephone 
Laboratories since 1963.
Mr. Gerald Le Boff, in­
dustrialist, is president of Acme 
Screw and Fastening Corpora­
tion, Ridgefield.
Mrs. Katherine Neuberger is 
a civil leader with special inter­
est in education and gov­
ernment. Mrs. Neuberger is a 
member of the New Jersey cit­
izens committee for higher edu­
cation.
Mr. Wiiiiam Warren is a law­
yer, educator, and authority on 
taxation. Since 1946 he has been 
a professor at Columbia Univer­
sity Law School, of which he 
has been Dean since 1953.
These nine individuals will 
now be legally responsible for 
the curriculum presented at 
Montclair State.
In order that they might gain 
a first hand acquaintance with 
the administration and the stu­
dent body, the Board of Trust­
ees requested an opportunity to 
visit the campus on Sat., Jan. 20. 
The schedule began at 10 A.M. 
with a 30 minute tour of the 
physical layout of the college. 
The board members then met 
with student guides, who intro­
duced them to faculty mem­
bers and student represen­
tatives from the various depart­
ments. An informal luncheon at 
Grace Freeman Hall followed. 
The day’s activities continued 
with short discussion periods 
with previously selected special 
groups. The afternoon meetings 
concluded with an executive ses­
sion of the trustees themselves.
MSC SUFFERS 
CAR THEFTS
Since September there have 
been a few cases of cars stolen 
from the MSC parking lots. Van­
dalism and thefts of hubcaps 
and other automobile parts from 
student and faculty cars have 
also been reported.
In most cases the thefts have 
been reported to the Clifton and 
Montclair municipal police de­
partments. The civil authorities 
have thus taken over the prob­
lem of solving the thefts. But 
since there have been little avail­
able evidence or clues as to the 
identity of the culprits, little has 
been accomplished.
According to Mr. McGinty, 
campus Traffic Co-ordinator, the 
situation is not very serious at 
present, but, nevertheless, stu­
dent awareness of the posibiiily 
of car theft and vandalism is 
encouraged.
Since most of the cases of theft 
have occurred in the evening, 
students are urged to be wary 
of suspicious persons hovering 
about cars in the parking lots. 
And students and facult are urge 
to park their cars in the less is­
olated areas of the parking lots 
in the evening.
Theatre Offers Discounts
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PARISIAN SCENE SET 
FOR VALENTINE DINNER
The gaiety of France will 
prevade the scene of Life Hall 
Cafeteria as it takes on the 
charm of a Parisian sidewalk 
cafe. According to Mr. Joseph J. 
Hartmann, director of dining 
services, both the resident and 
off-campus students, along with 
the ARA Slater service person­
nel, will arrange the transfor­
mation by various decorating 
techniques.
The date for “ Valentine’s Ev­
ening in France’ ’ will lie, appro­
priately, Feb. 14, at 5 P.M.
Red and white checkered tab­
lecloths, candlelight, and a su­
gar sculpture of the Eiffel To­
wer are a few of the designs 
which will contribute to the mood 
of the buffet. The menu, per-
haps the most important ingre­
dient, appears as if it were 
taken direct ffom Maxim's: Pate 
de Maison; Turkey Dieppoise; 
Tongur Rochefort; Oeufs Farei; 
Haricots vert a la Montclair; 
Mixed green salad, two dress­
ings; Roulade de boeuf a la 
Mode; Jambon braise au Med- 
aire; Rissoto; Souffle au Epinard 
Carrots Glaces; Pommes de Terr 
Chasseur; Compot de Fruit An­
gleterre; Edwardian Trifle; Fri­
andises; Fromage assorte; and 
Cafe-petit pains-du beurre.
Under a program utilized by 
the ARA Slater service, certain 
special events of which the Val­
entine’s Evening buffet is one, 
are held for the enjoyment of 
the students.
Committee Studies 
Housing Policies
Mrs. Lois D. Redd and Mr. 
Raymond Stover, co-ordinators 
of housing, are holding two 
meetings to discuss the Mont­
clair State housing policy for 
1968-1969. The members of the 
faculty attending these meetings 
are Mr. A1 Buechler of the Ad­
missions office, Mr. Richard 
Taubald of off-campus housing, 
Miss Doris Reinhardt of resident 
housing and Dr. Constance Wal­
ler of Commuters Counseling. 
Student representatives from 
off-campus housing and from 
dorm housing are also being in­
cluded in the discussions.
The first of these meetings, 
held on Feb. 6, concentrated on 
resident housing — its immed­
iate problems, its admissions 
priority scale, and its forthcom­
ing problems. It dealt with an 
immediate problem, that of a 
critical housing shortage due to 
an increased enrollment. It was 
noted that there are 400 women 
on-campus and 250 off-campus. 
A new dormitory to accommo­
date an additional 500 women
Art Building
(Continued from Page 1)
the first floor. A cement walk 
completely surrounds the build­
ing with two terraces on one 
side of the building: one from 
the sculpture room, the other 
from the ceramics class.
The theater arts room has a 
soft wood floor to accommo­
date the nailing of sets into po­
sition. A new, larger gas kiln 
has been added to the two el­
ectric ones which have been used 
for ceramics in the past,
Dr. Calcia has also noted that 
she recently showed the incom­
plete building to a representative 
from the possible donors of a 
large grant to MSC for a gal­
lery to demonstrate the products 
from classes in the new build­
ing. This means great hopes for 
the art department at Montclair. 
Not only do we have a new 
building for instruction and pro­
duction in the arts but there are 
good chances that there may 
soon be an excellent outlet for 
creations by MSC students.
is not expected to be completed 
until 1970. A new dormitory to 
accommodate 500 additional 
men is still in its hopeful stages. 
The committee also dealt with 
priority for the freshmen. It was 
agreed upon and it was noted 
that the freshmen hold the high­
est class percentage of housing 
positions. The committee sup­
ported the criterion for accept­
ance of freshmen into the hous­
ing program. This criterion in­
cluded distance from the cam­
pus and individual needs. How­
ever, the criteria for non-fresh­
man classes was not supported. 
A drop in the priority of desk 
students, a decrease in the num­
ber of desk students, a select­
ion of desk students at the be­
ginning of the fall semester and 
an entire rennovation in the 
priority scale were some of the 
suggestions. The committee also 
tried to estimate a forthcoming 
problem. Since Montclair State 
College will gradually begin to 
accept more and more out of 
state students, the housing com­
mittee discussed the danger of 
extending its boundary lines. As 
a result of the extension, an ev­
en larger area would not be 
guaranteed housing.
PEACE CORPS 
OFFERS TEST
Any citizen of the United Stat­
es who is 18 or over and has 
no dependents under 18 is elig­
ible to take the Peace Corps 
placement test on Feb. 17 or 
March 16 at 1:30 P.M. Married 
couples are welcome if both 
husband and wife can serve as 
volunteers. To take this test ap­
plicants must fill out a Peace 
Corps application. These forms 
are available at all Post Of­
fices and the Peace Corps, 
Washington, D. C., 20525. Bring 
your social security number 
with you to the test.
You don’t pass or fail the 
test. It simply tells the Peace 
Corps how you can best help 
the people of developing coun­
tries around the world.
iiayr  ,Perform Newman Sponsors
M a c B e t h  o n  T o u r  0 1 0  .
of Local Schools ¡Study Seminars
by Rich Kamencik
A depressing and permeating 
wetness everywhere . . . "k-” 
turns on a desolated highway . .
Colesville General Store — 
Worms for Sale . . . fog sud­
denly pieced by a cluster of 
buildings.
Thus began the tour of the 
Player’s production of Macbeth. 
But these are just a few of the 
impressions stamped upon my 
memory as I recall the bus ride, 
on Jan. 29, to High Point Region­
al High School.
We ultimately reached High 
Point, after an early-morning 
bus ride that carried us through 
a countryside strangely remin­
iscent of West Virginia. Arriv­
ing at High Point Regional, we 
tramped into a spacious music 
room that was to serve for the 
remainder of the day as an ov­
erall make-up, sewing, ironing, 
meeting and dressing (?) room.
After a respite of almost three 
months for cast and crew, Mac­
beth, presented to the student 
body in its entirety, proved to 
be an exciting and vibrant piece 
of theater. For all his initial re­
servations, Dr. Clyde MacElroy, 
director of the production, was 
very pleased with the outcome 
of the High Point tour.
At the conclusion of Macbeth, 
a few members of the cast 
spoke to the student body. And 
it was discovered that half of 
the students milk cows before 
arriving at school in the morn­
ing. And some of them travel 
distances of over 100 miles in 
order to reach school. A sober­
ing thought indeed for those col- 
legiates who lament about their 
eight o’clock classes.
We packed up and journeyed 
back to Montclair. And it was 
a bleary-eye, fatigued but 
deeply gratified group of stu­
dents who reached MSC that 
late afternoon, eager to reach 
the quiet comfort of a bed in 
preparation for the next and 
final lap of the two-day tour.
Once again a wet day dawned 
for Players and we took our 
play, on Jan. 30, to Bloomfield 
High School. Our reception from 
the student body was at first 
guarded. For some strange rea­
son we must have been mistak­
en for a hippie community. Or 
at least the students appeared 
to treat us in that way. After 
an introduction by Paul Hart, 
and surmounting poor acoustics, 
a rousing Macbeth was cheered 
by the students at the conclus­
ion of every scene “ till its in­
evitable, bloody conclusion.”
At this point, Mr. Donald So- 
bolik and Mrs. Scott MacCon- 
nell, who were in charge of the 
technical aspects of the play, 
must be praised for their ac­
complishments. For especially 
at Bloomfield, where accommo­
dations were cramped and the 
stage itself was small, the tech­
nical crew performed their job 
admirably and without error.
Thus, the Macbeth tour was 
successfully concluded. And un­
like the " . . .  poor player that 
struts and frets upon the stage 
. . . signifying nothing’’ spoken 
of by Macbeth, this tour served 
to bring into focus the profess­
ional achievements of students 
and faculty working and striv­
ing together at MSC.
The Newman Community of 
Montclair State College an­
nounces a Sunday evening Folk 
Mass to be held at Newman 
House, 894 Valley Road, at 7:30 
P.M., followed by a student so­
cial. This evening program will 
be inaugurated on Feb. 11 and 
will continue for the remainder 
of the school year. The Mass will 
be in addition to that held at 
H:00 A.M. each Sunday in the 
Recital Hall of the Music Build­
ing.
Also, on Feb. 12, the New­
man House will give a series of 
seminars on Monday through 
Thursday evenings at Newman 
House at 7:30 P.M. These sem­
inars will run for six weeks, and 
will conclude during the week of 
March 17. The following is a list 
of topics, dates and speakers of 
the respective seminars to which 
all are invited:
CRISIS OF CHANGE: Mon., 
Feb. 12, 19 and 26; Rev. Gene 
Herbster, Master of Church his­
tory and professor at Immacu­
late Conception Seminary, will 
discuss the concept of change in 
the history of the church, con­
cluding with the problem of war 
and peace. This three-week ser­
ies will be followed by one on
PEACE AMONG MEN: A 
DREAM?: Mon., March 4, 11,
On the Sunday of Jan. 28, 11 
students of Montlcair State were 
on their way to live and learn in 
the city of Copenhagen, Den­
mark. Eleven Montclair students 
are now living and learning in 
the city of Copenhagen, Den­
mark. They are to return June 
3, but only after receiving a full 
12 or 15 credit semester of study 
at the University of Copenhagen. 
All of the students receive full 
credit toward graduation from 
the college.
Montclair students were not 
the only ones involved in this 
program. Students representing 
Paterson, Glassboro, Jersey City, 
Newark and Trenton State Col­
leges were eligible for the pro­
gram also.
To choose what students are 
suited to be admitted to the 
program, a joint college com­
mittee on study abroad was es­
tablished. Each college had a 
representative present. Dr. 
Lang, professor of education at 
Montclair State, was the active 
chairman for the committee.
Eligibility of students was 
based upon their academic 
stature usually a 3.0 cum or bet­
ter, and evidence that they will 
profit intellectually from the stu­
dy abroad. All of the students 
chosen were sophomores or up­
per-classmen.
The chosen students departed 
from Kennedy Airport via Ice­
landic Airway. The flight was 
direct to Copenhagen with a 24- 
hour stopover in Iceland.
Once the student arrives ab­
road, he will live with a Copen­
hagen family in a private home,
and 18, by Ernest B. Fincher, 
Ph. D., MSC professor of polit­
ical science, who will discuss 
the problem of war — its ne­
cessities and alternatives, in­
cluding a study of peace move­
ments in this country.
IS THE BIBLE DEAD?: 
Tues. Feb. 13, 20, 27; March 5, 
12, 19. Rev. John Annese, Mas­
ter of technology and Seton Hall 
professor, will lead a discussion 
involving the notion of change 
and renewal in the Church 
through scriptural and other 
studies.
CONTEMPORARY RELIG­
IOUS THINKERS: Web., Feb. 
14, 21, 28; March 6, 13, 20.
A group of Jesuits from the phil­
osophy department of St. Pet­
er’s College, Jersey City and 
Joseph T. Moore, MSC assistant 
professor of history, will discuss 
the new religious spirit and its 
advocates, including a study of 
Chardin, Bonhoeffer, Tillich and 
others.
THE OTHER AMERICA: 
Thurs.. Feb. 15, 22, 29: March 7.
14, and 21. Frank M. Cordasco, 
Ed.D., MSC assistant professor 
of education, will discuss the 
poor of America, their contribu­
tions and our responsibilities, 
including a study of the Negro, 
Puerto Rican and the American 
Indian.
where English is spoken as a 
second language. Meals are us­
ually provided by the family.
Students will find themselves 
placed in homes representing di­
vergent socio-economic groups. 
However, class structure in Den­
mark is relatively homogeneous.
All of the students who were 
selected to embark on the trip 
had to finance the program 
themselves. The all inclusive 
charge of $1,350 covered round 
trip transportation, medical in­
surance and cultural events.
Dr. Lang stated that siudy 
abroad contributes to one’s edu­
cation by opening up new hori­
zons, and lending practical les­
sons of how others live. The ex­
perience allows Americans to 
see themselves through the eyes 
of others.
Many students formed close 
friendships with their families 
in Copenhagen and stayed on 
during the summer to attend 
more classes at the University.
Dr. Lang replied that, “When 
the six New Jersey colleges em­
barked on the joint program, we 
were all hopeful that a semester 
of directed study abroad would 
benefit our New Jersey students 
personally, culturally and social­
ly. The experience with our first 
group has completely fulfilled our 
objectives.”
The following students were 
selected to study in Copenhagen 
this year: Joyce Beesely, Bob 
Boland, Mary Dome, Dave Fer- 
ner, Joyce Forseman, William 
Graziano, Marge Nicholls, Bob 
Olphant, Josette Polumbo, Vir­
ginian Skell and Holly Slocum.
MSC Students Participate 
In Foreign Study Program
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Do Yon Know?
After questioning several students at MSC 
and meeting with the same reaction of blank 
stares and quizzical looks, this editor decided 
to pose the question to the entire student 
body and to judge from the reactions of those 
two or three of you who will take the time 
and the energy needed to answer this ques­
tion for yourselves. All right, here it is, “How 
much do you know about faculty sanctions? 
What are they and how do they affect us?’’ 
There have been marches, peaceful demon­
strations. forthright and angry discussions, 
student participation in places of such prox­
imity as Montclair and Jersey City, and yet 
how many of us could write an intelligent 350 
word evaluation of the problem. This is what 
I am encouraging you to do. You. both facul­
ty and students alike, are invited to submit 
your thoughts on this issue, however personal, 
irate, professional, or innocuous as they might 
be, to the Montclarion. Your signed submis­
sion will be published in the hope of gaining 
more student involvement on matters of pri. 
mary concern to all. What are faculty sanc­
tions? Do you know? If you do, submit your 
essay now. Don’t be an apathetic onlooker; 
find out about the problems facing your fu­
ture now!
\ Note o f IVaise
On behalf of the faculty and the entire stu­
dent body, we of the Montclarion would like to 
take this opportunity to congratulate Mont­
clair's own prize-winning jug band, the “ Dirdy 
Birdies," who recently captured first place and 
a recording contract in the finals of WABC’s 
talent search called “ Big Break.” The winning 
of this contest certainly will prove a big break 
for the talented group and will bring much 
renown to them. We are proud of the talent of 
MSC. both that which has been discovered and 
that which is yet to be explored. To be sure, 
the "Dirdy Birdies” are a credit to themselves 
and also to the college which they represent. 
Once again, congratulations, kids, and best of 
luck in all your future endeavors.
Bac k T o The Days o f Yore
Doors slamming in the co-ed’s face, books 
dropping from her arms already overloaded 
with numerous paraphernalia, girls sliding 
helplessly on slippery ice—disaster—and then 
struggling to maintain balance by their own 
efforts—These are just a few of the signs 
which indicated to this writer that chivalry, 
that once so highly treasured art, has been 
lost at MSC.
This observation was brought out all the 
more clearly to this editor by a personal en­
counter with some of the “ gentlemen” on 
campus: Upon asking, some male students to 
help her carry some heavy bundles up two 
flights to the Publications Office; she was 
met with an equal number of negative re­
sponses. However, the problem was resolved 
by calling upon a loyal sorority sister who 
also suffered the after effects of sore arms.
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Perhaps, it is true that this writer is ex­
aggerating a bit for the sake of levity; it is 
also true that the 20th century is a far cry 
from the Middle Ages “when knights of old 
were brave and bold.” However, the fact re­
mains that today a “gentleman” is considered 
“ a square,” “ a dude,” "a weirdo,” or what­
ever other nomenclature one may wish to 
assign him, if he dares to go out of his way 
in the least to help a “damsel in distress.”
What is wrong today? Surely, there is 
nothing wrong with today’s male population; 
they are as strong, as healthy, and as good- 
looking as ever. The malady appears to be in 
the attitudes prevalent among them. While as 
individuals they may be more apt to offer 
assistance to the opposite sex (especially if 
the damsel in question is some beautiful 
blonde or someone faintly resembling Sophia 
Loren); however, in groups of two or more, 
the male species becomes more reluctant to be 
chivalrous and instead prefers the he-man 
image of “Me Tarzan; you Jane.” As all pos­
sibilities for this accursed attitude on the part 
of the male population must be examined, it 
is only fair to assume that perhaps the female 
herself is in part responsible for this malady. 
The shorter-than-short hair cuts, the slacks 
and pant suits, the fact that more and more 
women are now in formerly male-dominated 
employments tend to convince man that wo­
man is his equal in all things and should, 
therefore, be treated as such.
In conclusion, then, this writer is not ad­
vocating that every male on campus should 
throw his coat over the next mudhole he 
sees as a co-ed approaches. However, an in­
crease in consideration is needed in some 
cases. To those men who have been courteous 
in the past (and this writer has met many) 
and will continue to be so, a thank you and 
a congratulations for asserting your individ­
uality. To those of you who have not (and 
perhaps never will, despite any female plea), 
Why not try just for once holding open a 
door or helping up someone who has fallen? 
You may find the smile you get as payment 
for the good deed quite rewarding and you 
can be content with the fact that you are 
truly a gentleman.
A lYeeaiilion
The meeting of the Board of 
Trustees of Montclair State Col­
lege on Jan. 20 will be described 
in other articles of this issue of 
the Montclarion. I will, therefore, 
not elaborate here on their visit 
to our campus, except to say 
that it was an historical event 
for our college and that we look 
forward to our Trustees becom­
ing as fundamental a part of 
Montclair as its students and 
faculty.
I do want to describe one 
particular action which was tak­
en by our Trustees during their 
first campus meeting, however, 
for it seemed most appropriate 
in many ways.
First, a little historical back­
ground is necessary. Dr. E. 
DeAlton Partridge was president 
of Montclair State College for 
many years, during which time 
he did much to build our insti­
tution in both size and quality.
During the struggle for more lo­
cal autonomy, Dr. Partridge took 
a leading role in advocating that 
the organization of higher ed 
ucation in New Jersey needed
to be restructured. In the cam­
paign for this reform he wrote 
newspaper articles and testified 
before the Education Committee 
of the Senate in hearings which 
preceded the Higher Education
Act of 1966. Commenting on the 
need for a local Board of Trus­
tees, Dr. Partridge said:
“ Intelligent and effective col­
lege administration requires 
constant and deep involvement
in the affairs on campus. Ad­
ministrative decisions must 
be made in light of conditions 
that change constantly. No go­
verning board can hope to 
make the right policy decisions 
unless it is aware of the cli­
mate that exists on campus.
The attitudes and feelings of 
students, faculty and parents 
must all be considered. This 
‘feeling’ for the climate on 
campus is not something that 
can be transmitted successfully
to a central board. It must be 
sensed and evaluated locally, 
and those who make policy 
decisions must be in constant 
touch with it."
As you know, the Higher Ed­
ucation Act was finally passed 
and our Board of Trustees was 
eventually appointed. It seemed 
particularly appropriate that
one of the first legal acts by the 
Montclair State College Board 
of Trustees concerned Dr. Par­
tridge and the following resol­
ution was passed:
WHEREAS: Montclair State Col­
lege had been served for three 
years as Dean and fifteen 
years as President by Dr E. 
De Alton Partridge, and
WHEREAS: Dr. Partridge car­
ried this responsibility during 
a crucial period in the history 
of the College when the insti­
tution greatly expanded in size 
of student body, faculty and 
curricula, and
WHEREAS: The successful
growth and development of 
Montclair State College during 
these years was largely due to 
the exceptional leadership of 
Dr. Partridge, and
WHEREAS: The College is now 
constructing a new four-story, 
air-conditioned classroom build­
ing with thirty classrooms, four 
large lecture halls, 70 in­
dividual faculty offices, plus 
lounges and conference rooms 
—which building will be the 
largest academic structure on 
campus, be it
RESOLVED: That this new fuild 
ing will be named E. DE AL­
TON PARTRIDGE HALL, and 
be it further
RESOLVED: That Dr. E. De- 
Alton Partridge is granted the 
position of President Emeritus.
Montclarion Publication 
Dates & Deadlines 
Spring Semester. 1968
Feb. 23— Feb. 15 
M arch 8—  Feb. 29 
M arch 22— March 14 
A p ril S— March 29 
A p ril 26— A p ril 18 
M ay 10— May 2 
May 24— May 16
Recently there has been evidence that a 
number of cars have been stolen from the 
MSC campus. Although only a few people 
have reported their cases, there may be moie 
incidents of stealing than is known about.
This unfortunate situation has made 4,300 
students aware of the problem and aware 
that the MSC parking lots are easily acces­
sible to anyone within and outside the campus.
The known thefts have been reported to 
the authorities. However, little can be done 
since clues and evidence relating to the 
thefts are scarce.
Fortunately, the situation is not widespread 
and careful precaution can prevent a theft. 
Students are strongly urged to lock their 
cars carefully. Don’t leave valuable articles 
in the car within view of any passerby.
Since the reported thefts occurred at night, 
try to park your car or move it to an area 
closer to the campus buildings. Note any sus­
picious persons in the parking lot and if a 
theft occurs, report it to Mr. McGinty’s of­
fice at once. These precautions may prevent 
your car from being stolen.
Chivalry: A Lost Art At MSC
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THE OBSERVER
by David M Levine
Along with pass-fail as one of the topics discussed by stu­
dents on the college campuses of America, the establishment 
of a grievance board may be one of the desires of the MSC un­
dergraduate.
Last December. The Observer took one of his famous 
(or is it infamous?) opinion polls asking 100 full time students: 
"Would you like to see the 
establishment of a ‘Grievance
Board at MSC where stud­
ents may have the opportun­
ity to complain about certain 
regulations, courses, profess­
ors, or conditions in general?" 
While only 604 students both­
ered to answer the question, 
386 students gave an unqualified 
"yes.” 41 students gave quali­
fied support, and only 176 said 
“ absolutely no.”
Seen As Necessity
"The idea of establishing a 
grievance board is a long over­
due necessity in modern college 
life,” wrote one senior English 
major giving the reason for his 
support. And a sophomore soc­
ial science major stated that a 
grievance board would allow 
students “ to air their gripes 
against certain conditions with­
out going through numerous 
channels.” But Spanish major 
Roe Vela told The Observer that 
a grievance board would be in­
strumental in clearing up num­
erous difficulties that may arise 
during the course of a semester 
"only if given sufficient author­
ity."
On the other hand, Kathleen 
Lions, a senior social science 
major, wrote that a grievance 
board would “ only turn into 
petty gripes.” And freshman 
physical education major, Kar­
en Raab added that "grievance 
boards don’t usually work and 
student advisors serve the pur­
pose well.”
First Consideration 
As a result of The Observer's 
poll, there appears overwhelm­
ing support for the establish­
ment of such an organization. 
But how it should be set up and 
the composition of the board is
the first consideration. A third- 
year French major suggested 
that the board should be com­
posed of an equal amount of 
students and professors appoint­
ed by the SGA. And a science 
major added that the board 
“ should be convened at least 
twice a semester or even soon­
er to settle matters of import­
ance."
Specific Need
At the present time there ap­
pears a great need for a griev­
ance board to look over a cer­
tain situation in the MSC Col­
lege Supply Store. While the 
Supply Store claims to be a 
"non-profit organization” , The 
Observer has noted with some 
disdain that three six-cent 
stamps are being dispensed by 
an impersonal looking stamp 
machine for 25-cents! (A profit 
of 71 on each sale for a “ non­
profit”  organization). Before new 
postage rates came into effect, 
stamps at the Supply Store were 
being sold to students at face 
value. Why The Sudden Change?
While the Supply Store may 
be making a handsome profit 
through the sale of books, sup­
plies — such as notebooks, pen 
cartridges and the like — are 
being sold at profit making 
prices set by the manufacturer.
The Supply Store (run by the 
Faculty-Student Co-op) claims 
(see Moniclarion, Oct. 27, 67)
that profits from the Supply 
Store are turned over to the col­
lege "in the form of donations” . 
Unfortunately. The Observer 
fails to see the reason why the 
average student, without a 
handful of scholarship money, 
should be forced to make a do­
nation to MSC each time he 
patronizes the College Supply 
Store.
'The Culprit'
Home of the Dancing Hamburger
West’s Diner 
Rt. 46
Little Falls, N. J.
Visit Our New Dining Room
Where Good Friends Come to Eat and Meet
To the Editor:
I was very happy to hear that 
MSC is currently questioning its 
grading practices. As was in­
dicated by the American Coun­
cil of Education in a compar­
ison of 50 independent studies, 
no correlation was found be­
tween good grades in college 
and later success (p. 95, NYT, 
3/5/67).
Hopefully, Montclair will adopt 
a policy at least as liberal as 
Harvard’s where 25% of the 
courses can be taken on a pass- 
fail basis.
Montclair, like other colleges 
accepting a large number of 
transfer students, has a grad­
ing policy whose main effect is 
to penalize students who enter 
as freshmen. Those unqualiified 
to meet the initial entrance re­
quirements, and who transfer 
into MSC after two years at a 
junior college, have their grade 
point average and class rank 
computed for only their last 
two years, while those quali­
fied enough to gain admission 
as freshmen have their aver­
ages computed for the full four 
years. Since the grades in jun­
ior and senior courses tend to 
be much higher than in the 
first two years the transfer stu­
dent is given a decided advan­
tage in rank and grade average. 
The adoption of a pass-fail po­
licy for the first two years 
would eliminate this problem. 
It would also encourage the 
freshmen and sophomore stu­
dents to experiment with differ­
ent types of learning, rather 
than relying on the often inef­
fective techniques that are used 
to beat the system in high 
schools.
Evaluation must meet the fol­
lowing criteria: 1) it must eval­
uate that which it purports to 
evaluate; and 2) it must not 
interfere with what it is evalu­
ating.
In order to meet the first cri­
terion, a school evaluation sys­
tem must be a continuous pro­
cess, preferably a day-by-day 
process. Evaluation of students 
must, of its nature, be a 
human process, involving quali­
tative judgments. This is ne­
cessarily and obviously highly 
subjective. To qualify this to 
a once-a-semester mark, how­
ever, is not to reduce subject­
ivity, but to mask it.
The second criterion is non­
interference. The evaulation 
process must be such that it 
does not destroy the quality be­
ing measured. To fulfill this 
criterion completely is impos­
sible as long as the person 
being evaluated is aware of the 
evaluation, for he will almost 
invariably modify his behavior 
in the direction of what he per­
ceives will bring him a good 
evaluation . . .
The change in the education­
al system over the past gener­
ation from one that was seen 
as a ladder to success to one 
that is seen as the primary 
means of social exclusion, can 
only produce students who are 
more afraid of what they can­
not do than assured of what 
they can do. Course require­
ments should become doors to 
a greater understanding of the 
self and others and not walls 
that keep students from exper­
iencing knowledge that increas­
es our worth to ourselves and 
to society. Although there are 
no simple answers to the eval­
uation problem, it is admirable 
that today’s MSC students are 
grappling with the complex is­
sues involved. For those who 
desire an education rather than 
a form that seemingly indicat­
es that they are superior to 
their peers, a non-grading sys­
tem would be a welcome addi­
tion that could increase the 
flexibility and diversity of the 
typical classroom atmosphere. 
The myth of one comparative 
standard will be destroyed en­
abling, though not guarantee­
ing, a greater experimentation
NSC Holds 
Conference
“ Crisis in the Cities,”  a con­
ference on urban affairs, spon­
sored by the department of his­
tory and social science, Newark 
State College, will be held on 
the Morris Avenue campus of 
the college in Union on April 19 
and 20. An objective approach 
to the crisis now facing the 
world’s urban centers will be 
presented by a number of prom­
inent speakers in many facets 
of urban affairs and urban 
study.
Conference chairman Dr. Ho­
ward Furer states, “ We trust 
that those who attend this con­
ference will leave with a new 
appreciation of the dynamics of 
urban development and with 
new ideas for projected solu­
tions to some of our urgent prob­
lems.” Assisting Dr. Furer on 
the general committee for the 
conference will be Professors 
Howard Didsbury and Arnold 
Rice and department chairman 
Dr. Nathan Weiss. Sub-commit­
tee members are Professors 
Marysa Gerassi, Nathan Gold­
berg, Marylin Kelland, Gerald 
Polizzi, Martin Siegel and Law­
rence Zimmer. Workshop ses­
sions have been designed 
around four themes: the Urban 
Environment, the Crisis in Ur­
ban Education, Racial Tensions 
in the City and the Search for 
Security.
A partial list of participants 
will include: Ralph A. Dungan, 
Chancellor of Higher .Education, 
New Jersey; Dr. Kenneth Clark, 
Professor of Psychology, City 
University of New York; Dr. 
Oscar Lewis, Author of La Vida; 
Dr. Sergei Chermayeff, Professor 
of Architecture, Yale University.
For further information 
please contact Dr. Howard Fur­
er, department of history and 
social science, Newark State 
College, Morris Avenue, Union, 
07083.
and originality in the learning 
process. sincerely
Chick Yeager '63 
Editor's Note: Due to the im­
portance of the issue involved 
and the fear of losing the sense 
of the contents of this letter, 
the editor has chosen to include 
it in this column almost in its 
entirety. _____________
Upward Bound 
Continues Work
The follow-up phase of the 
Upward Bound project will 
continue on Saturday morn­
ings during the second semes­
ter. A summer residential pro­
gram is also being planned as 
in previous years. The dates 
that are scheduled for the se­
cond semester are: Feb. 3, 10 
and 24; March 2, 9 and 30; April 
13, 20, and 27; and May 4, 11 
and May 4, 11 and 18.
Approximately 100 high 
school students from Jersey 
City and Newark will attend 
sessions scheduled from 10:00 
A.M. to 12:30 P.M. in Mal­
lory Hall. The Saturday morn­
ing sessions begin with a gen­
eral session of thirty minutes 
and are followed by tutorial 
sessions with Montclair stu­
dents. Some students also are 
assigned to the Reading and 
Study Skills Laboratory for de­
velopmental activity. Recrea­
tion is scheduled in the latter 
part of the morning at the 
Panzer Gymnasium.
The members of Lambda 
Chi Delta fraternity have made 
outstanding contributions as 
tutors for the past two semes­
ters. Theta Chi Rho and Del­
ta Theta Psi sororities have al­
so assisted as tutors. Addit­
ional tutors are needed, since 
these groups cannot continue to 
serve the project. Students who 
are free on Saturday morning 
and would like to volunteer 
for tutoring experience should 
contact Dr. John Redd, Pan­
zer Gymnasium.
Five scholarshps of $1,000 each 
are available to qualified students 
applying to the Institute for 
Am erican Universities for an 
academic year at A ix -e n -P ro v  
ence, in Southern France. In ad­
dition, an $800 French G o vern ­
ment Scholarship, reserved for 
French majors, and 25 tuition 
grants, are awarded each year.
Th e  $1,000 scholarships are d i­
vided among majors in French. 
Literature. Fine Arts, History. 
Social Sciences and Mediterranean 
Area Studies. (T h e y  are not avail­
able to students enrolled in the 
I.A .U . Sum m er Program  or the 
I.A .U . Semester Program  in A v ig ­
non). Inform ation about the In ­
stitute for Am erican Universities 
is available in college libraries. 
Foreign Study offices, or French 
Departments.
Applications should be made 
by air mail d irectly to:
T h e  Director 
Institute for 
Am erican Universities 
27 Place de I’Universite 
or
2 bis, rue du B on-Pasteur 
13 -  A ix -e n -P ro ve n ce  France 
Telephone 191) 27-82 39
You can spend this sum m er strolling the beaches of Southern 
Fr.?Hc?/ el’ J°y|nB a breath-taking view  from  a Swiss chalet, or m oving 
w ith  the fast paced life of Paris, London or Rome. How? Sim ply by 
taking a sum m er job in Europe. T h e  Am erican Student Inform ation
*nmeIC2ffl a no 2?,?11 a-r *.? r  5 ,n V?e grand D uchy of Luxem bourg, has some 20.0(H) sum m er jobs on file to be filled by Am erican college 
i 1!? L ,*®guar**s' resort, office, sales, factory, child care, farm  
and shipboard w ork  are only a few of the categories from  which you 
Ln4 yneedcdSe Y me* nei*her “ " ' “ ' " ' e  ™ r  language ability
W R IT E  T O  A S IS
V  A S IS  M2 2 r A i!e teHeSt|ad I inh ?  .SUIV mer '? b in E u ro Pe w rite to Dept.
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Golden Rainbow 
Only Sterling
by Bonnie Marranca and Harry Freeman
With much pomp and circumstance, “Golden Rainbow” 
opened at the Shubert Theatre after a .month of previews. Per­
haps those who had sought gold found only a few gems. But 
these gems are priceless.
A tour de force opening brought a mever-to-be-quenched 
thirst to the audience. A swelling ensemble, undressed to the 
hilt, carried on in the tradition
ganza. The scene was tanta­
mount to nothing less than the 
gala Las Vegas locale it simu­
lated.
Disappointingly, once this 
lively number was finished the 
show lessened its pace, some­
times to the point of idleness. 
Most of the first act consisted 
of a series of events rather 
loosely connected. The plot lines 
were thin but thanks to the 
multi-talented Steve Lawrence 
and Eydie Gorme the show held 
together musically.
With grace and charm they 
glide through the show as if it 
were a night club act. Whether 
singing, dancing or enacting a 
refined George and Martha rou­
tine, they provide the only ox 
citement the script has to offer. 
Scott Jacoby is a cute little kid 
whose presence exudes a certain 
urchin quality particularly in 
his duet with Steve Lawrence 
“ We Got Us” .
To further support a weak 
script were the unique and high-
Camus Novel Makes 
Disappointing Film
by Michael Grieco
Marcello Mastroianni should 
have made an excellent Meu- 
rsault, the apathetic, bored pro­
tagonist. Every previous picture 
he has filmed, it seems, depict­
ed him with drooping eyelids 
and tubercular exhaustion. How­
ever, he did not look bored and 
tired enough.
As always, certain key parts 
were omitted that embellish the 
central meaning. One section, 
the newspaper account of the 
fratricide that Meursault reads 
in prison, illuminates his rather 
bizarre sense of humor. Deleting 
this part, the script writer miss­
ed an aspect of Meursault's am­
biguous character that might 
have clarified his aberrated sen­
sibility.
The most salient symbols, the 
sun, the water, and the colors 
were not pictorialized enough. 
The sun, especially, should have 
been photographed from a mul­
titude of angles and at different 
times of the day. In this way, 
Meursault’s essential relation­
ship to nature would have been 
impressed upon the viewer.
The subtitles were inaccurate 
in translation and spelling with 
all right being spelled “ alright.” 
Overall the picture failed be­
cause it reduced a difficult work 
to its- literal level.
of a 1930’s musical extrava-
ly varied sets Of Robert Ran­
dolph. For effect . . .  a motel 
kitchen turns to a country cot­
tage efficiency. For sensation­
alism . . the Tower of Baby­
lon crumbles. For mood . . .
the recreation of Las Vegas. 
For expression . . .  an elevating 
stage. The cakewalk style of 
dance used in some scenes is 
reminiscent of Mame while the 
risque segments remind one of 
Cabaret. But its originality lies 
in the rise of a topless chorus 
for the biblical “ tower of Baby­
lon" scene.
Composer Marks seems to 
have wisely fashioned songs 
from previous Steve and Eydie 
hits. “ I’ve Got To Be Me” is to 
“ The Impossible Dream ’ as 
"How Could I Be So Wrong?" 
is to her “ If He Walked Into 
My Life” . However, these songs 
are memorable and one does 
not mind the similarities.
Golden Rainbow is a thorough­
ly adult musical with two very 
talented and admired stars in 
it. Steve Lawrence and Eydie 
Gorme are surely enough to 
keep this season’s only worth­
while musical alive. Besides, 
it's geared to a Jewish au­
dience . .
Angla-American 
Exhibit at MSC
by Dave Levine
One of the most outstanding 
collections of original graphics 
is scheduled to appear at Mont­
clair State. The collection, 
which tours college campus­
es throughout the United States 
and Great Britain, includes lith­
ographs, etchings, woodcuts, 
silkscreens and posters by more 
than 75 world-renowned contem­
porary artists.
Presented by the London Gra- 
fic Arts organization, the ex­
hibition will take place in the 
Faculty Lounge at Life Hall 
from 10 A. M. through 7 P. M. 
on Wed., Feb. 14. Art collect­
ors interested in purchasing any 
of the 400 works exhibited may 
have the opportunity to do so. 
All of the pieces will be on sale 
at prices ranging from $10 to 
$3,000.
Under the directorship of Eu­
gene Ivan Schuster, American 
art historian, the exhibition 
aims to make available the best 
graphics to college students as 
well as to provide a history of 
the development of the graphic 
arts.
BOOK REVIEW
PULITZER by W. A. Swan berg
$8.98, Scribner’s, 462 pp. 
Reviewed by David M. Levine
The life of Joseph Pulitzer 
can perhaps be described as a 
drama filled with trials and tri­
bulations manufactured by the 
madness of his own mind.
The eventful years preceeding 
his death in 1911 were filled with 
torment, frenzy and semi-insan­
ity. He traveled on his yacht 
through Europe in a quest for 
peace of mind, never able to 
stay in one place for a lengthy 
duration. As a result, life with 
his family and associates was 
hell.
Pulitzer’s life was filled with 
frequent illnesses that were 
psychosomatic. Noise of any type 
drove him into a rage. And the 
end result was failing eyesight 
that led to blindness in his late 
forties.
It was probably Pulitzer’s 
mania to direct the lives of men 
and events through his news­
paper, THE NEW YORK 
WORLD, that led to his down­
fall. Numerous doctors advised 
him to retire and agreed that 
his condition would improve 
greatly. But Joseph Pulitzer 
persisted in making his sharp 
criticisms and direction of THE 
WORLD’S editorial policy from 
Europe, the mid-Atlantic or 
wherever he may have been. 
And it took a staff of six male 
secretaries to keep up with his 
demands. Eventually,, two of 
his editors were driven to alco­
holism, another to insanity and 
still another committed suicide.
While Pulitzer’s life was filled 
with a hell of his own manu­
facture, his impact of modem 
journalism created a sense of 
responsibility in American soci­
ety. THE NEW YORK WORLD, 
under his directorship, constant­
ly stood up for the rights of the 
average person and exposed po­
litical corruption that oft-times 
exploited America's poor. His 
constant crusades for govern­
mental improvement and inova­
tions in journalism have influ­
enced American newspapers ev­
er since.
Playhouse on the Mall
Bergen Mall Shopping Center 
Paramus, N.J.
Scandal Point (World Premier, 
Pre-Broadway showing (written 
by Pulitzer Prize winning au­
thor John Patrick—Feb. 20 to 
March 3.
Black Comedy by Peter Shaffer— 
March 5 to 17.
The World of Sholom Aleichem
with Herschel Bernardi — 
March 26 to April 7.
Sweet Charity — April 16 to 
May 5.
For ticket information, call the 
box office at HU 9-2030
The Paper Mill Playhouse 
Milburn, New Jersey 
Barefoot in the Park starring 
Tab Hunter—Feb. 20 to March 
17.
Oklahoma — April 16 to May
12.
Black Comedy — May 14 to June
2.
Kiss Me Kate — June 4 to 
June 30.
For ticket information call 
the box office at DR 6-4343.
A P A ’s Pantagleize 
A  M em orable Show
The APA has returned to their home at the Lyceum this 
year, with more productions to add to their repertoire; amon^ 
them, Michael de Ghelderode’s Pantagleize—“ Farce To Make 
You Sad.”
An oft-time difficult play to follow, the story depicts Panta­
gleize, the central figure, as a rather self-made philosopher too 
hung up on his own identity crisis to make such philosophical 
sense. Caught in the middle of —_________ ~ _
a raging war, which he had in­
advertently and unknowingly 
caused, he roams through the 
town. Innocently, he is used as 
a tool of the revolutionists, and 
delivers a series of Pirandello- 
like speeches, as a man without 
goals, seeking his own destiny.
Ellis Rabb, as the bewildered 
Pantagleize, is as convincing, 
dramatic and humorous, as the 
production is good. In his por­
trayal of this nowhere man-type 
character which must (and cer­
tainly does) comprise the back­
bone of the show, Mr. Rabb
HAIR PROVIDES 
MODERNTHEATER
By Bonnie Marranca
There is a refreshing piece of 
theatre playing (is it possible?) 
on Broadway. Hair is a tribal 
love-rock musical as the play­
bill indicates, but more than 
that it is a social commentary 
on sex, war and The Establish­
ment.
Hair has intelligent and orig­
inal lyrics, a rarity in the Amer­
ican musical theatre. Along with 
the catchy lyrics and rhythms 
is dialogue with a message. 
Though raw at times, it has 
more to say than most hippie- 
based plays. In particular, I 
am thinking of the cliche-rid­
den comedy, Whal Did We Do 
Wrong.
Hair is a spectacle. Loud mu­
sic, a score of players and ener­
getic, to say the least, dancing, 
comprise this avant garde offer­
ing.
Joseph Papp, though some­
what less successful with his 
modern Hamlet, has penned a 
creative study of youth against 
himself, youth against society. 
Touching on the subjects of 
homosexual love, origastic love 
and free love. Hair is replete 
with the hippie language and 
symbols of freedom.
A superbly executed scene 
"Walking In Space”  is a mon­
ument to the pot smokers. Re­
ligious hypocrisy is not to be 
forgotten. A mock Mass is per­
formed by the players as more 
than one swing rosary beads in 
the air.
A talented cast on a thrust 
stage prompts a Wilder-like ap­
proach. Inventive lighting furth­
er complements this excursion 
into illusion and reality.
If you are bored with trite 
musicals, look for Hair as an 
example of what the theatre­
goer deserves. With stark frank­
ness it belittles church, state 
and religion while it elevates 
love, freedom and sexuality. 
Hair is the here generation be­
fore your eyes.
seems to display an effective 
talent to blend and intermingle 
absurdity with reality and 
drama with humor, to produce 
such a farce bordering on the 
unbelievable. Symbolically, one 
may see Pantagleize portrayed
as anything from a poor man’s 
Christ figure to an unsung hero 
of the intelligentsia to a mere 
fool. Ellis Rabb more than ade­
quately fills each category if 
not by means of dialogue, by 
making good use of the mood 
set by James Tiltons scenery 
and lighting.
Although in the APA produc­
tions there are usually no real 
stars, Sydney Walker as Inno- 
centi, the waiter and Pat Con- 
noly as Rachel Silbershatz, the 
female revolutionist, certainly 
deserve mention for their contri­
bution to this farce.
Robert James and Conrad Su­
sa of the Repertory Company 
have added an almost Village 
Fugs-like song to the Phoneix 
Company's production, for an 
added touch of Brechtian spice.
When the APA comes to town, 
it should be noted by any 
theatre lover; their performanc­
es are always worthwhile, and 
Pantagleize is one which is 
foremost among them.
THE NEW MUSIC 
by Richard Fedorchak and 
William McGowan
Since 1963, with the emer­
gence of Bob Dylan and the 
Beatles, contemporary popular 
music, both folk and rock, has 
evolved into a multi—faceted 
medium of expression. Many 
new faces have appeared on the 
pop scene. The new musical in­
novations introduced by these 
people are often strange, some­
times highly creative, but in 
any case always interesting.
In future columns we will deal 
mainly with following subdivi­
sions of popular music:
1. English Rock (including the 
Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Bee 
Gees, Procul Harem, Who, 
Jimi Hendrix Experience, and 
Cream).
2. The Hippie Culture (includ­
ing Country Joe and the Fish, 
Moby Grape, Grateful Dead, 
Big Brother and the Holding 
Co.,Jefferson Airplane, and the 
Doors.)
3. Folk Oriented (including 
Bob Dylan, Donovan, Richie 
Havens, Tim Hardim, Tim 
Buckley, Simon and Garfunkle, 
Joan Baez, Judy Collins, Incred­
ible String Band, Jim Kweskin 
and the Jug Band, Leonard Co­
hen and the Youngbloods).
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IT S  YOUR SGA
In conjunction with Montclair State College parking— 
Traffic Co-ordinator Mr. McGinty, we, of the Student Gov­
ernment, wish to release this policy in regard to disabled 
vehicles, unlocked vehicles and their appeals.
1. Students with disabled vehicles which must remain in
an illegal spot or pari 
report to the Parking 
officers in charge.
2. If trouble occurs after the 
office closes, and a viola­
tion is received it should be 
appealed directly to the 
Parking Office at its open­
ing the following morning.
3. The Parking Authority 
does not take responsibility 
for unlocked vehicles. All 
vehicles should be locked 
for your own protection.
Any appeals of violations to the 
Student Appeals Board contrary 
to the above policy wil be de­
nied.''
DIRDY BIRDIES — Congrat­
ulations on a fine job at the 
“ Big Break.” Just being there 
was an honor for you and a 
plug for MSC and the fact that 
you were successful in your en­
deavor was just fabulous. Best 
of luck with your contract, for 
you are most deserving of it.
DRESS CODE — The follow­
ing statement on dress policy 
issued by this year’s Student 
Government Administration in 
accordance with last year's re­
ferendum has been approved by 
the three bodied Co-ordinating 
Council (1) Administration, Fac­
ulty. SGA (1):
overnight on campus are to 
Office to inform one of the
The Student Government As­
sociation is of the opinion that 
students of college age are 
mature enough and respons­
ible enough to decide their 
manner of dress. Therefore, 
students should be allowed the 
freedom of dress. It is up to 
their discretion and sense of 
proper attire to wear clothes 
befitting a college student on 
all occasions.
NEW BAND UNIFORMS — 
This long overdue change to the 
Montclair look is finally on its 
way. With the help of the Facul­
ty Student Co-op which recently 
has donated a sum comparable 
to a 50-50 split with the SGA. 
we will have top grade uniforms 
by the spring. Many thanks to 
all involved, especially Mr. Len­
ny Elovitz. chairman of that com­
mittee.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES— 
Many thanks to all the students 
who on Jan. 20 rendered their 
services in the welcoming of 
the new board. My personal 
thanks to Messers. Cantalice, 
Hillenbrand, Dennis, Jaeger and 
Misses Nack, Rippel, Dime, 
Marranca, Stucka, who gave
their time to serve as a dis­
cussion group with the board. 
The day was generally success­
ful for all concerned. My person­
al opinion of the board is one 
hundred percent in satisfaction 
with their existence. They are ex­
tremely warm and competent 
people. Nothing but good can 
come from their being with us. 
I am sure Montclair will be 
quite different in the future.
—In reading the last issue of the 
Moniclarion I was quite inter­
ested in the "Letters to the Edit­
or.”  I was pleased to see that 
we have many individuals who 
are not afraid to voice their 
own opinions. However, as pres­
ident of the Student Body I 
must comment on “ A Dying 
Montclair”  and “ The Fraterni­
ties and Sororities—accusations 
and rebuttal.”
No one can question the value 
of the Greek System on camp­
us; and I’m very sure I could 
write a very convincing argu­
ment on the benefits of not be­
longing to such an organization. 
Yet I don’t think the question 
is whether or not to join but 
whether to “ respect the julg- 
ment" of another when he makes 
his coice. We are all individuals, 
different in every aspect of life. 
May I urge people like “ Gay­
T U T O R S N E E D E D
Th e  M ontclair U p w a rd Bound 
P roject urgently needs tutors for 
the second semester. Th is  is a 
project of disadvantaged high 
school youth and they need much 
individual help. Students who 
wish to volunteer for the Satur­
day m orning tutorial programs 
should contact Dr. Redd at Pan- 
cer Gym nasium .
lord Dungan' 'to respect the fra­
ternity and sorority, and the fact 
that his independence will be re­
spected.
Montclair, like God, is not 
dead. You would only have to 
look past your nose to see that 
there are many people who care 
and feel very deeply for Mont­
clair and the world about them.
Surely we have some degree of 
apathy, but that is to be ex­
pected. Somewhere it is written 
that “ the way of the wise man 
is often quiet but deliberate." 
The fact is that many people 
are quietly alive. A quietness 
surpassed only by their modesty 
and competence.
Thomas Stepnowski 
President. S.G.A.
Patronize Our
Advertisers
FOGG HEADS 
‘LA CAMP AN  A  ’
La Campana, the picturesque 
yearbook of Montclair State 
College, elected a new staff on 
Jan. 11. Editor in-chief is David 
Fogg, a junior Fine Arts ma­
jor from East Orange. Dave was 
formerly La Campana layout 
editor, member of Kappa Pi, 
historian of Senate, and fine 
arts SGA representative. Nikki 
Relo, a sophomore, was elected 
managing editor.
Joyce Apfel, junior biology 
major from Midland Park, and 
Pat Shockner, a third year Fine 
Arts major from Clifton, have 
been elected communications ed­
itors. Other elected editors in­
clude Nancy Ostrowski, senior 
editor; Andres Penabad, typing 
edi|tor; Bill Eickhorst, photo­
graphy editor; and Greg Stu- 
derus, layout editor.
Dave Fogg, the new editor-in- 
chief, suggested that all MSC 
students are invited to partici­
pate in helping La Campana to 
become a success in '69.
L O U V I S  C H A R - B R O I L
Breakfast —  Lunch —  Dinner 
Monday lo Saturday 
7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
613 Valley Road PI 4-9559 —  746-0911
Upper Montclair Orders to take out
ORDER THE NEW YORK TIMES!!
Anv student interested in ordering the New York Turn's CAIN DO so for 
$.05 a copy. Just com plete the following form and pay $3.50 for the Spring 
Semester in the Office of the Direetor of Life Hall. Your copy of the paper 
(*an he pieked up in the Eishbow! that same day!! Thank von. Donald II. 
Bowers, Times Representative.
NAME__________________________________ DATE__________
ADDRESS_______________________________________________
AMOUNT PAID RECEIVED RY
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WITH THE GREEKS
I
APHESTEON
The annual Aphesteon install­
ation of officers banquet was 
held on Feb. 12 at the Friar 
Tuck Inn. The guest speaker 
was Dr. Evan Maletsky who 
spoke on “ Going Around in Cir­
cles.” The new officers o 
Aphesteon are: Glenn Koegel, 
president; Myron Fouratt, vice- 
president; Myra Ceres, secre­
tary; Evelyn Lau, treasurer: and 
Judy Smith, historian.
ALPHA SIGMA MU
The brothers of Alpha Sigma 
Mu would like to thank all the 
people who helped make the
Christmas party at the East
The beginning oi the new se­
mester brings many spring 
events to the campus, such as 
Pi's Follies, the Miss Montclair 
State Pageant. Carnival, etc. 
One of the first upcoming act­
ivities will be the Inter-Sorority 
Council's Open House. This is 
our chance to introduce the col­
lege sororities to those girls who 
are interested. We would like to 
extend a special invitation to 
the freshmen, since this is their 
first opportunity to meet mem­
bers of the 14 sororities and chat 
with them informally.
Orange Veterans Hospital a suc­
cess. Preceding the party were 
several fund raising events. The 
brothers sold tickets for a 50-50 
raffle. The winner of this event 
was Jon Guenther of 248 Pines 
Lake Drive, Wayne, N.J. His 
prize was greater than $230. 
How is that for a 25-cent ticket 1 
The sisters of Delta Omicron 
Pi and Iota Gamma Xi aided 
in both the sale of tickets and 
the seating of people at the 
Sinfonia Stage Band Concert, 
the second event held by Alpha 
Sigma Mu. The concert includ­
ed an introduction by Mr. Law­
rence P. Riley, the adviser, on 
the purposes of both the fratem-
ATTENTION,
ALL MSC GIRLS!
The Inter-Sorority Council 
announces ita Annual 
Spring Open House on 
Feb. 18, 1968 at 1:30 P.M. 
All invited to attend. 
Refreshments will be 
served.
ity and the concert. The Sinfon­
ia Stage Band played several 
selections by Count Basie, Duke 
Ellington and other composers 
whose works were announced 
by Mr. Ken Pampel, Sinfonia 
director. The 50-50 raffle was 
held during intermission.
Both projects were undertak­
en to raise the money needed 
to sponsor the Veterans Christ­
mas party at East Orange. At 
the hospital, Sinfonia and the 
Sisters of Iota presented an 
evening of entertainment with 
Dick Grady of Alpha Sigma Mu 
acting as M.C.
Since the party was received 
so well by the disabled veterans, 
another one is planned for the 
Easter season. To cover the cost 
of this party, another 50-50 raffle- 
will be held. If you did not get a 
chance to win in the last draw­
ing, buy a ticket for this second 
raffle. Remember, the prize lpst 
time was over $230. Help show 
our veterans some appreciation 
for what they have done for us 
by giving generously for their 
Easter party.
All interested veterans are in­
vited to attend the meeting of 
Alpha Sigma Mu. Notices of 
time and location will be post­
ed under the plaques in Life Hall 
and in front of Mr. Neuner’s 
office.
Through the efforts of June 
and Steve Kietz, the brothers 
have become uncles. The boy's
name is Shane. Congratulations 
to June adn Steve from all of 
Uncle Sam’s exemployees.
Pinned (Restricted to base)
President, Frank Brescher, ’69, 
to Karie Frass, 70. (That 
means he is off limits. Ha!)
CHI KAPPA XI
On Dec. 5, 1967, the constitu- 
ton of Chi Kappa Xi Sorority 
was passed by the SGA. Our war­
mest thanks to everyone who 
helped us achieve our goal. Of­
ficers are: president, Michele 
DeBlasio; vice-president, Nancy 
Rus; recording secretary, Mar­
ion Furci; correspond, secretary, 
Nancy Boneigo; treasurer, Lois 
Schneider; historian, Nancy Eb- 
ner; parliamentarian. Pat Mor­
gaño; CLUB representative, Pat 
Haplin; and ISC representative, 
Sue Ilaria.
Congratulations to Lois Sch­
neider on being chosen ‘‘Distrib­
utive Education Student of the 
Year.”
Although unable to participate 
in Greek Sing, the Sisters are 
busy preparing their skit for Pi's 
Follies. Co-chairmen arc Pat 
Halpin and Evelyn Adamski.
The Sisters are happy and 
proud to announce that we have 
become a sister-sorority to the 
women of Kappa Sigma Rho. 
They have helped us achieve our 
goal and we are pleased to have 
them as our sisters. Planning 
committees from both sororities 
are working hard to organize 
many joint functions.
We would like to thank our 
advisor, Mrs. Bourgaize, for 
her kind help. At present 
she is in France attending the 
Olympics.
The girls are busily preparing 
for the Sorority Open House and 
the first pledge class this spring. 
Our Pledge Mistress is Nancy 
Maurer.
Several candle-passing cere­
monies have taken place. We 
wish the very best to these sis­
ters:
Pinned
Lois Schneider, to Bob Farese, 
Agora, ’69.
Janet Sobkowicz, ’69, to Car­
men Casciano, Agora, ’68.
Annette Carcreff, 70, to Jim 
Holly, N.C.E., 70.
Rosette Moseri, 70, to Steven 
Silvers, Monmouth College, ’69.
Sally Pintard, 70, to Bruce 
Carbrey, ’68 Bucknell.
Sue Ilaria, 70 to Al Harf, N C.. 
68
KAPPA SIGMA RHO
The women of Kappa Sigma 
Rho held installation of officers 
at their annual Mother-Daughter 
dinner at the Robin Hood Inn on
Sun. Jan. 21. The new officers 
are: president —Rosarme Bos­
tonian; vice-president — Mar­
ianna Petoia; treasurer — Jay 
Benvenuto; recording secretary 
— Wendy Burke; corresponding 
secretary — Roseann Kerrigan, 
parliamentarian — Michele Ca- 
petta. Four presidential appint- 
ments were also made official: 
historian — Madeline Madoff; 
alumnae secretary — Skippy 
Steinmetz; art editor —Joan- 
ette Milzazzo; music director — 
Nancy Tiritilli.
The sisters of KEP are very 
happy to welcome Chi Kappa 
Xi as its sister sorority. A plan­
ning committee has been form­
ed to discuss joint activities in 
the future.
KAPPA RHO UPSILON
The new officers of Kappa Rho 
Upsilon were inducted at our 
annual mother-daughter banquet 
held Jan. 7 at the Robin Hood 
Inn. The new officers are: Jane 
Wilkins, president; Linda Van 
Wattingin, vice-president; Sherry , 
Borden, treasurer; Margie Fer­
You Meet The Nicest People On A 1
HONDA
N ow  In Stock:
o Th e  all new 
90 Scram bler
T h e  pow erful 
450 C .C .
P50
o A ll other models
New power, new styling, 
and new performance.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
a t
Ok ve-
i 'S * l!
■ r
C r SPECIAL
Discount For 
MSC Students
—  V  ' '
PARTS and SERVICE
Authorised New C b r Dealer for Chrysler. S l ic e .  
Sunbeam, end He '
See Our Used 
bikes, too
SALE PRICES
AUTO INTERNATIONAL
369 Bloomfield Ave., Montclair • 7464545
■ OVERSEAS DELIVERY ON CARS ARRANGED1" 1— .................
ISC OPEN HOUSE 
SET FOR SUNDA Y
nandez, recording secretary; Al­
ice Fox, corresponding secretary 
Mimi Darias, alumni secretary; 
Marion Culligan, I.S.C. represen­
tative; Donna Ezzi, historian; 
Carol Schneider, parliamentarian. 
The new sisters were also in­
ducted and we celebrated KRU’s 
20th anniversary. Everyone en­
joyed the dinner.
The whole sorority would like 
to thank Margie Fernandez for 
the fine job she did as our 
chairman for Greek Sing.
The sisters are anxiously look­
ing forward to Cotillion.
Married
Carol Todd, ’68, to Chip Vogel, 
Phi Sigma Epsilon, ’69.
Engaged
Pat Kurzawa, ’68, to Tom Cu- 
shane, Beta Epsilon Tau, ’69.
Pinned
Sue Schneider. ’68, to David 
Watson, Delta Sigma Phi, Rut­
gers, ’67 Linda Van Wattingin. 
70, to Rick Scholz, Villanova, 
’ 68.
GAMMA DELTA CHI
With the first meeting of the 
new semester, our newly-elect­
ed officers were installed. The 
executive board for 1968 con­
sists of Myron Fouratt-presi- 
dent, Bill Heany- vice presi­
dent, Glenn Wolfrom-treasurer, 
Paul Antonucci-recording secre­
tary, and Tony Salese-historian.
Congratulations are extended 
to representative Kurt Epps, 
who was elected president of 
the Inter-Fraternity Council, 
and to brothers Glenn Koegal 
and Myron Fouratt, who were 
elected president and vice pres­
ident respectively of Apheston, 
the math honor society.
Good luck to all brothers stu­
dent teaching.
Engaged
Charles Seraon. ’68. to Diane 
King, ’68.
Pinned
Don Naylor, ’68, to Karen Tul-
lo, 70, Sigma Delta Phi.
Joe Valenti, ’68, to Nancy Se-
nak.
DELTA SIGMA CHI
As the spring semester begins, 
the women of Delta Sigma Chi 
would like to welcome everyone 
back after the long awaited for 
semester break and wish them 
good luck in the new term. Good 
luck also to all the seniors of 
Chi who are now out student 
teaching.
Special thanks to Fran Ra- 
viele, new alumnae secretary, 
for the excellent job she did on 
our recent Alumnae Banquet. 
The turnout was tremendous, 
despite the blizzard, and we’re 
looking forward to more alum­
nae functions in the future.
Congratulations to those new 
sisters who were presented at 
Cotillion in the Americana last 
Sat., Feb. 10. They included: 
Pat Altoonian, Jan Campagna, 
Barb Constantino, Sharon Mil­
ler, Regina Riccio, Sandy Sper- 
lein, Pauline Srholez, Jan 
Thorne, Judy Walker and Shir­
ley Warin.
Plans are also currently un­
der way for our entry in Pi’s 
Follies. Congratulations and 
best of luck to our newly-elect­
ed co-directors, Melanie Havry- 
luk and Sandy Sperlein.
Also congratulations and the 
very best wishes to our sisters 
who are:
Pinned
Ronnie Martin, ’68, to Russ Mc- 
Tague, Theta Zi, Lehigh, ’61, 
now computer programmer with 
Western Elecctric.
Engaged
Maryann Kwaitkowski, ’67, to 
Bill Birdsall, BET, ’67, now 
graduate assistant at MSC.
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ATTENTION!
MALES —  preferably juniors. Seeking four 
part-time employees. Men with merehaiulisiii}i 
ability to work in a Shell service center. Hourly 
rate— $2.00 plus. For further information, 
please call 779-6500.
Birdies
(Continued from Page 1)
Psi Chi, Dalphac, and Senate, 
as well as many other campus 
organizations were on hand en 
masse.
The Dirdy Birdies Jug Band, 
consisting of Jack Pignatello. 
Rich Fedorchak, Barbara Flen- 
ner, Joe Kloza, Dick Finn, and 
Tony Muller, was formed almost 
two years ago for the primary 
purpose of appearing at MSC’s 
Carnival. After Carnival, how­
ever, the group remained togeth­
er and continued to add songs, 
humor, and appeal to their act.
It wasn’t long before the Dirdy 
Birdies got their first real job. 
It was at the National Libra­
rian's Convention, which took
“ I chose N. J. Bell because it seemed like a good 
place to work and get ahead. I was right.”
Lewis Speed
Business Representative,New Jersey Bell Telephone Company
Lewis Speed joined New Jersey Bell in 1965. He started as a coin box collector. 
The job wasn’t easy, but he's the kind of guy who works hard. He knows it pays 
off. That’s probably why he’s completed three years of college and is still taking 
courses to finish up.
You may have read about Lewis Speed. He won the Bell System’s Vail Medal 
for risking his life trying to save someone else. He’s that kind of guy, too.
Lewis Speed was promoted after eighteen months. Now he’s a Business 
Representative in the Newark area. In his new job he deals with the 
public, helping them with telephone service matters. He also visits 
local schools and teaches children how to use the telephone.
Lewis Speed enjoys his work.
We need more men like Lewis Speed at New Jersey Bell.
Everyone does. New Jersey Bell
Eau a l O p p o rtu n ity  Em p lo y a i
M U S C U L A R
L o w  B a c k  B a in
A Medical Answer For
Promptly Relieves Pain 
So Stiff Muscles Loosen Up and 
You’re Back Into Action
D octors who specialize in back troubles report most aching backs are due to weak, tense muscles 
which can go into painful spasm as you suddenly 
bend, stretch or twist. To relieve such backache doc­
tors recommend the pain-relief compound in Anacm* 
Analgesic Tablets. And Anacin gives you more of this 
medication than any other leading tablet.
Anacin is a special fortified formula. It promptly 
relieves pain, helps reduce swollen tissues, and so re­
leases pressure on sensitive back nerves. Then notice 
how stiff muscles loosen up and you move around with 
greater ease.
Only Anacin has this special fortified 
formula. It’s not found in any other prod­
uct. See if Anacin’s exclusive formula 
doesn't work better for you.
sponsored the Dirdy Birdies in 
concert in Memorial Auditorium.
On Feb. 3, 1968, the Dirdy Bir­
dies appeared with Cousin Bruc- 
ie and the Royal Guardsmen 
at Hunter College in New York 
City.
What does the future hold for 
the Dirdy Birdies? No one 
knows, but it is hoped that they 
will continue to bring enjoyment 
to many through their unique and 
entertaining performances.
4 Student Delegates 
AttendUNConference
place in New York City. The 
Dirdy Birdies, although far from 
their present level of profes­
sionalism and showmanship, 
were the hit of the convention.
The band’s reputation began 
to grow, and their list of fans 
grew larger with appearances 
at N.Y.U., Douglass, the Univer­
sity of Delaware, the 27-Hour 
Marathon, the A.C.U. Convention 
and, of course, Alley Club. On 
Oct. 6, 1967, the men of Senate
MSC student Frank D. Cripps 
will head Montclair State’s del­
egation to the 41st annual Na­
tional Model United Nations in 
New York City, Feb. 15-18. Re­
presenting the country of Mor­
occo will be Stan Jakubik, Bon­
nie Miller and Barbara Micha- 
lik. They will participate in the 
four day convention with over 
1,600 students and faculty advis­
ers from college campuses 
across the country.
In addition to the normal mock 
sessions of the General Assem­
bly and National Security Coun­
cil, participants will have oppor­
tunities to attend lectures and 
seminars given by experts in in- 
terantional relations from vari­
ous universities and the United 
Nations itself. There will also be 
an Economic and Security Coun­
cil for the first time this year.
The history of the NMUN dat­
es back to before World War II 
when it began as the Model 
League of Nations. The basic 
idea was continued after the 
war as the Mid-Atlantic Gener­
al Assembly. Several years ago 
the name was changed to the
National Model General Assem­
bly and again changed this year 
to the National Model United 
Nations (NMUN). Where pre­
viously there had been a host 
school responsible for the con­
vention, everything is now man­
aged by the Continuations Com­
mittee. Members to this com­
mittee are elected annually at 
the convention.
It is through the efforts of 
John Graeter, president 
(Georgetown); Brian Davenport, 
executive director (Harvard) ; 
and John McGuckin, secretary 
general (Harvard!, that this 
year’s NMUN has been signifi­
cantly expanded. In addition to 
the new Economic and Security 
Council, lectures and seminars 
have been greatly improved. 
Highlights of last year’s con­
ference, run by Davenport and 
McGuckin, included talks by 
Ambassadors Finger (U.S.), Fe- 
derenko (U.S.S.R) and Lord Ca- 
radon (U.K.).
The convention will take place 
at the Statler-Hilton Hotel and 
t^he United Nations building.
PERSONAL POSTERS
1 8” x 24”
C R E A T E  Y O U R  O W N
VALENTINES 
POSTER
Posters Made From 
Any B & W or Color
• Photograph
• Negative
• Drawing
• Collage
• Label
Only $3.75
plus .25 handling
PSYCHEDELIC PHOTO CO. 
P.O. Box 3071 
St. Louis, Mo. 63130
JACOBSEN’ S SPORT SHOP
OUR ONLY STORE
"EVERYTHING FOR THE SPORTSMAN"
S K  B L O O M F IE L D  A V E  74C-M00 M O N T C L A IR  N. 4 . 07042
Your Original Returned 
2 week Delivery 
All Posters B & W
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BOB GLEASON 
Sets Record
ÜÏPr  y»\
lift ii ^
LUTHER BOWEN
Scores 1000 Points
Gleason New Point King; 
Indians Improve Record
Sharpshooting Bob Gleason 
wrote another page in Indian 
history by pouring in 22 points 
in Montclair State’s 93-53 vic­
tory over Glassboro State. Bob 
has now surpassed Pete Capi- 
tano as Montclair’s all-time 
scoring champion.
Gleason, a 6’2”  senior, began 
his chase of Capitano’s 1,777 
points as a freshman with a bril­
liant 616 point year. He follow­
ed with 591 points in his sopho­
more year before falling off the 
pace with only 323 tallies last 
season. This year Bob has 249 
points to date and a record- 
breaking 1,779 career log.
Bob is no stranger to the re­
cord books, as he previously 
owned the NCAA consecutive 
foul shooting record by hitting 
on 53 straight attempts in 1965- 
6 6 .
The win over Glassboro gives 
the Indians a fine 12-4 mark for 
the season, and a perfect 5-0 
slate in the New Jersey State 
College Conference. Montclair 
State has already posted wins 
over every conference opponent 
and needs only to repeat this 
feat, though it will be no easy 
task, to clinch a berth in the Dis­
trict 31 playoffs.
In recent action the Indians 
have posted a 4-1 mark with 
wins over Newark Rutgers, 
Newark State and Bloomfield, 
as well as Glassboro. with the 
lone loss coming at the hands 
of East Stroudsburg.
The Newark Rutgers tustle, 
the first game for Montclair af­
ter a two-week layoff, was close 
through the first half. However, 
the Indians broke open the con­
test with a 13-4 spree in the 
early minutes of the second 
stanza and went on to an 83-71 
win.
Luther Bowen provided some 
added thrills for Indian fans in
this contest by becoming the 
tenth player in Montclair’s his­
tory to reach the coveted 1,000- 
point plateau. Only a junior, 
Bowen could finish high on the 
career scoring list with another 
good season.
The Indians next visited East 
Stroudsburg State seeking their 
tenth straight victory. They came 
away empty-handed as the hot­
handed Warriors snapped the 
string at nine with an 83-72 win.
Luther Bowen paced the In­
dian attack with 21 tallies, but 
the key to the game was the In­
dian’s cold hand from the floor 
as they hit on only 33 of 82 shots 
and six of 14 free throws.
Led by Bob Gleason’s 28 
points, the Indians rallied from 
the East Stroudsburg loss to 
one of their best performances 
of the season in a 105-80 thrash­
ing of Newark State.
The game was Montclair's all 
the way as the Indians pumped 
in 54 tallies in the first half and 
51 more in the second, for 
a combined season’s high of 105 
markers.
Montclair’s next appearance 
was Bob Gleason’s record- 
breaking showing at home 
against Glassboro State. The In­
dians, using a tenacious press 
which forced many turnovers, 
scored in bunches and romped 
home a 93-53 winner.
The Indians next start, against 
Bloomfield College, caught them 
looking ahead to Monmouth, as 
sloppy play and poor control of 
the offensive board in the first 
half enabled the Deacons to 
trail by only two, 36-34, at half­
time.
However, the Indians were all 
action in the second half, com­
ing back with a 12-1 run at the 
siart and coasted to a 93-62 win 
by pouring in 57 second half 
markers.
Indian String Snapped;
M onm outh 8 7 -8 0  Victor
Ron Kornegay, making good 
his boasts, scorched the nets for 
35 points in leading his Mon­
mouth College Hawks to an 87- 
80 victory over the Montclair 
State Indians.
The win for Monmouth, 
avenging an earlier overtime 
loss to Montclair in the Kiwanis 
Classic, also snapped an Indian 
string of 19 straight home court 
victories.
Reports prior to the game in­
dicated Monmouth might not be 
at full strength due to injuries 
but, as fate would have it, the 
Indians were the short handed 
team.
Bob Gleason, newly crowned 
scoring champ, and key reserve 
Keith Neigel were on the bench 
in street clothes at gametime. 
Gleason received an eye injury 
in the Bloomfield contest, while 
reports on Neigel were unavail­
able at this writing.
The game was a tough one to 
lose as every Indian, including 
Dick McGuire and Bill Fryczyn- 
ski, played brilliantly.
Indian scoring was well Monmouth’s win sets up a pos- 
balanced as Bowen canned 25, sible rubber match in the finals 
Sienkiewicz 19, Lester 18, and 0f the District 31 NAIA small 
Oakes 12. college playoffs.
Jump shot prompts anxious moments.
Sports Spotlight
by John Dantoni
“ Bob is a real inspirational type of player. He has an 
infectious enthusiasm for the game which has become a critical 
factor in many of our contests. He is the kind of player that 
his teammates look to in key situations.” The speaker is 
Coach Ollie Gelston. The player he describes is Montclair’s
jumping jack forward and the 
Spotlight, Bob Lester.
An only child, Bob resides in 
Newark, stands 6-2 and weighs 
182 pounds. A junior physical 
education major, Bob received 
his start in basketball under 
Matt Lombardi at Newark Cen­
tral. Ironically, Bob only went 
out for the team in his senior 
year, helping them to a 26-1 
record and the State Champion­
ship in 1964. Lester’s play in 
high school won him his first 
laurels as he was selected to 
the All City team — no mean 
accomplishment considering that 
the city was Newark, which has 
an abundance of fine players.
Bob then entered Fort Scott 
Junior College in Fort Scott, 
Kansas where he played his so­
phomore year. Through the ef­
forts of former Coach Dave Wat­
kins and a longing to play closer 
to home, Bob transferred to 
Montclair State in 1966.
Last year Bob made his pre­
sence felt on the court by av­
eraging 10.3 points per game 
and pulling down a team leading 
382 rebounds including a record 
breaking 35 against Pratt Uni­
versity. His fine job in the Ki­
wanis Classic earned Bob a berth 
on the tournament All Star team
first player to grace the Sports
and the most valuable player 
award.
This year Lester has picked 
up where he left off, as his 
defensive work through the first 
11 games enabled him to grab 
210 rebounds (an average of 19.1 
per game) good for 10th place 
among the nation’s small college 
rebounders. His best effort this 
season was against Monmouth 
in the Kiwanis Championship 
game where he picked off 28 car­
oms against Jim McIntyre and 
John Haas, both 6-5 and strong 
rebounders in their own right.
Averaging 11.6 points per game 
this year, Bob has proven that 
he can score as well as sweep 
the boards when needed. Coach 
Gelston best describes this ability, 
“ I think the best way to des­
cribe Bob is when we win by 
20 points, Lester gets two points, 
but when we win by two 
points, Lester will in most cases 
get 20.”
Winning the State Champion­
ship with Newark Central in 
1964 still rates as Bob’s biggest 
thrill. In the college ranks Bob 
looks with favor to the Kiwanis 
Championship win over Mon­
mouth in which the Indians dealt
the shore team its only defeat 
of the season to date.
Describing this year’s team 
Bob adds: “ we got off to a slow 
start as we had to get adjusted 
to a new coach and several new 
players. However, we’ve started 
to jell and won nine straight. 
I think that if we play together 
we can go to Kansas City."
If the Indians do get to Kan­
sas City, site of the NAIA play­
offs, one can be sure that Bob 
Lester's clutch playing was a 
major factor.
Bob Lester's brilliant form 
merited his election to 'Sports 
Spotlight.'
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BiC Medium Point 19C
BiC Fine Point 25C
ANY $  
3 LINE TEXT
The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL 
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. * 2".
Send check or money order. Be 
sure to include your Zip Code. No 
postage or handling charges. Add 
sales tax.
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed 
THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. Bor 18623 Lenoi Square Station 
ATLANTA, GA., 30326
You wouldn’t expect 
anything to match 
Corvettes sports car ride 
and handling.
But when you 
drive “The Hugger”... 
will you 
be surprised!
ABOUT MIKE
. . . W h y  T h e
Winning their first six 
matches in a row, coach Allan 
Macke’s Cinderella fencing 
team is already assurred of the 
finest season ever in Montclair's 
history.
The swordsmen, coming off a 
35 record and winners of only 
four matches in five years of 
competition, have registered 
wins over Newark Rutgers, Jer­
sey City State, Hobart, St. Pet­
er's, Paterson State, and Fair- 
leigh Dickinson to set a new re­
cord for victories in a season.
Macke, in his second year at 
the helm of the fencing team, 
came to the Indians after a bril­
liant coaching tenure at Rama- 
po Regional High School in 
Franklin Lakes, showing 67 wins, 
nine losses and five ties in sev­
en years.
The Franklin Lakes resident 
started at the bottom with the 
Indians. Fencing was intro­
duced at Montclair State in 1964- 
65 and in two years the team 
managed to win one of 13 dual 
matches.
An extremely hard working 
mentor, Macke managed to lead 
the Indians to three wins in
UNISPHERE”
Is T h e  Official
M icrophone O f  
H erm an's Herm its  
O n  T o u r
Herman knows his micro 
phone is his link with his 
audience. He wants you to 
hear his voice and the lyr 
ics, naturally, without 
howling feedback, without 
annoying close-up breath 
"pop", without audience 
sounds. Pretty tough test 
for a microphone . . . rou 
tine for the incomparable 
Shure Unisphere. Just ask 
the better groups.
Shure Brothers, Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston, III. 60204
G U S
WATERMAN-BIC PEN CORP 
MILFORD. CONN
eight matches in his first sea­
son. Many of the boys that 
Macke worked with last year 
had no fencing experience.
This season the Indians have 
started to mature as a fencing 
team. With captain Dale Rod­
gers, Macke’s captain at Rama- 
po Regional; Jim Robertson, a 
sophomore from Bayville; Dave 
Bryer, a freshman from Fair- 
field; Todd Boepple, a freshman 
from West Caldwell; and Jim 
Harris, a senior from Newark, 
the Indians have been tough.
Macke has also gotten some 
unexpected help from a pair of 
freshman, Bruce Kinter of Tren­
ton and Ken Zurcih of Wood- 
bridge.
Rodgers, who posted a 21-3 
record in his freshman year in 
sabre, has seen action at both 
foil and sabre this year. A fine 
athlete, he took part in the pen- 
thelon training for the Olympics 
at Fort Sam Houston this past 
summer—Rodgers is captaining 
the team for the second straight 
season.
Macke is very pleased in the 
fine developmetn of Bryer and 
Boepple. Bryer, a brilliant high
school fencer at Essex Catholic, 
is outstanding at sabre.
Boepple, a fine student of the 
sport of fencing, has an out­
standing future, according to 
Macke.
Robertson, 13-5 in the foil for 
the season, has been switched 
from sabre to foil this season 
by Macke. The Montclair State 
coach believes that Robertson 
could be one of the best in the 
greater New York area before 
graduation.
The Indians have two more 
dual matches to go this season, 
with only Newark College of 
Engineering and Rochester In­
stitute of Technology standing 
in the path of an unbeaten sea­
son. It won’t be easy but with 
a little luck Macke's “ rags to 
riches”  boys might turn the trick 
and waltz home with a perfect 
slate.
Patronize
Our
Advertisers
Corvette Sting Ray Convertible with removable hardtop. Its running mate: Camaro SS Coupe.
«■ 1967 ’ Uroiners.
Despite
fiendish torture 
dynamic BiC Duo 
writes first time, 
every time!
liic s limned pair of 
stic k pens wins again in 
unending war against 
hall-point skip clog and 
smear. Despite horrible 
punishment by mad 
sc ientists, me still writes 
first time, every time. 
And no wonder, me: s 
“ Dyainite” Hall is the 
hardest metal made 
encased in a solid bras*» 
nose cone. Will not skip, 
clog or smear no mattei 
what devilish abuse is 
devised for them by 
sadistic students. C let 
the dynamic me: Duo at 
your campus store now
ASK HERMANUndefeated Fencers
Win Sixth Straight
Corvette
' 6 8 ^ NCamaro
In the past there has been no 
designated area where misplaced 
articles could be claimed or de­
posited. H owever, as off Feb. 5. 
1968, a Lost and Found Office was 
centralized in M em orial A u d ito r­
ium Lobby. Th is  office is open 
from  12:00 until 2:00 P.M . Monday 
through F rid a y. It is hoped all 
faculty and students w ill make 
use of this service.
Be smart. Be sure. Buy now at vour Chevrolet dealer’s.
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Gymnastics Team F aces
Tough Season Schedule
Coach Bill Savering is still op­
timistic after coming off three 
straight gymnastics losses. Aft­
er last year’s 5-4 season, the 
coach is looking forward to a 
winning team again.
The Indians faced some stiff 
competition in their last three 
outings. After coming from a 
loss to the Merchant Marine 
Academy, the Indians were 
beaten by a strong Southern 
Connecticut State team and suf­
fered a setback at the hands of 
Slippery Rock College, a small 
school which specializes in gym­
nastics. These three teams plus 
a highly regarded West Chester 
Club add to the team’s rugged 
schedule.
The gymnasts are paced by 
captain Joe Miller. Joe, a senior, 
specializes in free exercise, 
long and side horse competition, 
and parallel bar competition.
Rick Schwarz, a junior biology 
major, paced the Indians in 
their losing caus e against the 
Merchant Marine Academy. 
Rick participates in free exer­
cise, trampoline (an event in 
which he placed first against 
the Merchant Marine Academy) 
long horse, parallel bars, and 
high bar. Also on the team is 
Tom Fiorentino, a freshman 
from Freehold who shows a lot 
of promise for the future. Bill 
Savering is considered a tough 
coach by his athletes. Rick 
Schwarz commented on the 
coach, “ He drives us hard but 
is a good coach who really 
knows his gymnastics.”
Montclair is looking forward 
to the remainder of its schedule, 
which includes meets wit hlth- 
aca College of New York, and 
Cortland State College. Most of 
these meets will be held away.
The only remaining home meet 
will feature the Indians compet­
ing against Queens College of 
Long Island at Panzer Gym.
The Indians are considered to 
be one of the strongest small 
college gymnastic powers in the 
state. Should all things go well 
and the team suffer no major 
injuries, the Indians should 
again post a winning season.
Olsen’s Flowers
FOR PROMS, DANCES 
COTILLION
602 Valley Road 
Upper Montclair 
PI 6-3060
JoinalirmthalTl 
give you executive 
responsibility your 
first day at work.
Now, that's a pretty funny thing for a 
civilian firm to say. A boss? Right out of 
college? The first day?
But the Air Force can make such offers.
As an o ffice r in the w orld 's largest 
te ch n o lo g ica l o rga n iza tio n  you're a 
leader. Engineer. Scientist. Administrator.
R ight w here the Space A ge  break- 
hroughs are happening.
Or how about the executive respon- 
.ibility of a test pilot clocking 2,062 mph 
n a YF-12A jet?
That could be you, too.
But you don't have to be a pilot in the 
A^ ir Force to move fast. With your college 
degree you zip  into O ffic e r  T ra in in g  
School, sp in  out an officer, speed on 
/our way as an executive, in the fore­
front of modern science and technology, 
Right on the ground. ,
The Air Force moves pretty fast.
Th in k  it over. A man's career can 
sometimes move pretty slow.
United States Air Force
Box A, Depl. SCP-82
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
NAME ______________ ACE
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CITY STATE ZIP
LONDON GRAFICA ARTS
presents a One-Day
EXHIBITION and SALE
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PICASSO
RENOIR
GOYA
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DUFY
DAUMIER
GAUGUIN
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ROUAULT
TOULOUSE-
LAUTREC
and many others 
Illuminated 
Manuscripts & Maps 
Publishers of 
Contemporary 
Printmakers
LITHOGRAPHS, ETCHINGS AND WOODCUTS
More than 400 items from $8 to $3000
UPPER MONTCLAIR. NEW JERSEY
M o n tc la ir  S ta te  C o lle g e  
F a c u lty  L o u n ge-L ife  H a ll  
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ONE OF THE YEAR’S
10 BEST! A PICTURE 
YOU’LL HAVE TO S E E -A N D  
MAYBE SEE TWICE TO SAVOR 
ALL ITS SHARP SATIRIC WIT 
AND CINEMATIC TREATS”
-NEW YORK TIMES
•THE FRESHEST, FUNNIEST 
AND MOST TOUCHING FILM 
OF THE YEAR!" -saturoayreview
JOSEPH E. LEVINE
P ft(S (N tS
MIKE NICHOLS 
LAWRENCE TUf
PWOOOCbON
GRADUATE
ANNE BANCROFT^ DUSTIN HOFFMAN KATHARINE ROSS
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